NOTICE OF A MEETING
REGIONAL MUNICIPAL FIBER STRATEGY WORKING GROUP
MID-OHIO REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
111 LIBERTY STREET, SUITE 100, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215
MUSKINGUM CONFERENCE ROOM

October 9, 2019, 3:30 pm – 5:00 pm

AGENDA

1. Welcome & Group Administration

2. Prepare for Presentation at November 1 COMMA Meeting
   a) Identify specific use cases for the presentation
   b) Develop model for incremental adoption

3. Tasks and Timeline

4. Other Business

5. Adjourn

Please notify Lynn Kaufman at 614-233-4189 or LKaufman@morpc.org to confirm your attendance for this meeting or if you require special assistance.

The Date and Time of the next Meeting of the Regional Municipal Fiber Strategy Working Group will be November 8, 2019, at 9:00 am.
111 Liberty Street, Suite 100, Columbus, Ohio 43215

PARKING AND TRANSIT: When parking in MORPC's parking lot, please be sure to park in a MORPC visitor space or in a space marked with a yellow “M”. Handicapped parking is available at the side of MORPC’s building. MORPC is accessible by CBUS. The closest bus stop to MORPC is S. Front Street & W. Blenkner St. Buses that accommodate this stop are the Number 61 - Grove City, the Number 5 - West 5th Ave. /Refugee, and the Number 8 - Karl/S. High/Parsons. One electric vehicle charging station is available for MORPC guests.